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About The Garlic News
The Garlic News is a non-profit membership
newsletter. Started in 2004, it carries on from
where the Garlic Newsletter and The Voice of
Garlic left off. It is distributed to members.
The Garlic News uses a newspaper column
layout and larger print size for easier reading.
The wider margins and 8 ½ x 11-size paper
enable growers to save copies in a standard 3hole ring binder. Back issues are available
both in single copy and 1-year bound sets.
For lists of articles in previous issues, go to:
www.garlicnews.ca/ or,
www.rasacreekfarm.com
The E-Garlic News
Members with Hi-speed Internet access may
choose to receive the Garlic News by Email
instead of by Post. Contact the editor.
Editorial Policy
The purpose of the Garlic News is to enable
farmers and gardeners to grow better garlic and
enjoy it more. Articles and contributions are
welcome and will be published subject to space
and suitability. Letters and articles may be
edited for length and content. The Editor
reserves the right to refuse advertising,
subscriptions, or material submitted for
publication where, in his sole discretion, such
inclusion would detract from the worth of the
publication. Articles should be no longer than
400 words. B&W pictures preferred.
Contents copyright © 2014 Paul Pospisil.
No reproduction or duplication without the
editor’s written permission.
Deadline for Spring 2015 Issue is March 2.
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The Bulbil Project: A Success Story
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The Bulbil Project has come a long way since the first bulbil experiments in 1994.

Notes from our garlic patch
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Changing the thrust of garlic research at Beaver Pond Estates, Christmas customs
from the Slavic peoples, and our wish for you this season.

A clove here and there
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Introducing Garlic Connections, a new service by Deb Barnhart, HCGGA,
back issues of the Garlic News in the COG library, and, some trivia.

We Get Calls and Letters - - crop reports from all over
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Strange things happen in a difficult year with surprising good news reports.

Liz Tobola: Working the day job and growing garlic
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Liz found that the “day job” is interfering with growing garlic.

My thoughts on rounds and multiscapes
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More from Liz.

Our Featured Garlic Grower: Blue Marsh Farm & Kitchen
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Tom & Barbara Fitzpatrick grow herbs and garlic on their retirement farm in
Cape Breton Island.

Growing Garlic in Cape Breton
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Barbara Fitzpatrick growing garlic in rocky soil.

More Letters: Saskatchewan Garlic Crop Reports
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Two Saskatchewan growers share “good news” reports in a tough growing year.

The Haliburton County Garlic Growers Association page
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Deb Barnhart reports on HCGGA research projects and introduces
“Garlic Connections”

The Garlic Directory
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Garlic ads, listings and useful garlic contacts. Ads go directly to garlic buyers!

Christmas Food Customs from Slavic Countries
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We offer a condensed version of Christmas food customs from the Czech lands,
Poland, Slovakia and the Ukraine with a sampling of recipes on the following page.

A Sampling of Slavic Recipes for Christmas
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Just a sampling – Czech lentil soup, pickled mushrooms, Ukrainian Peperivka,
and a delicious cabbage soup.

Rainbow Heritage Gardens
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Over 24 certified organic garlic cultivars available from this heritage garden.

The Garlic Directory: Garlic Products at Wholesale from Eureka
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Al Picketts has a business to help other market gardeners with their garlic business.

Research: Garlic Weight Loss In Short Term Storage
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A trial to determine weight loss of garlic after curing to see if there was a correlation
between short term weight loss and characteristic garlic storage life of a sampling
of cultivars from different horticultural groups.

More Calls and Letters - about bulbils
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Success stories about growing from bulbils.

Research: A pictorial display of garlic bulbils
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These photos taken of the 2014 Bulbil Project at planting time show a wide
diversity of sizes and colours between cultivars.

Research: Report P/BB02/ 2014: Updated chart on bulbils
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60 Garlic Cultivars were planted as part of the Bulbil Project at the Small-Plot Organic Garlic
Variety Trials. This chart compares the different groups.

More Calls and Letters
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Garlic planting 2014, fall emergence and planting in the rain.

Merry Christmas and a Happy
and Prosperous New Year in 2015
to all our garlic friends.
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